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QUESTION 1

A company is designing a mule application to consume batch data from a partner\\'s ftps server The data files have
been compressed and then digitally signed using PGP. 

What inputs are required for the application to securely consumed these files? 

A. ATLS context Key Store requiring the private key and certificate for the company PGP public key of partner PGP
private key for the company 

B. ATLS context first store containing a public certificate for partner ftps server and the PGP public key of the partner
TLS contact Key Store containing the FTP credentials 

C. TLS context trust or containing a public certificate for the ftps server The FTP username and password The PGP
public key of the partner 

D. The PGP public key of the partner The PGP private key for the company The FTP username and password 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A Mule application is being designed to do the following: 

Step 1: Read a SalesOrder message from a JMS queue, where each SalesOrder consists of a header and a list of
SalesOrderLineltems. 

Step 2: Insert the SalesOrder header and each SalesOrderLineltem into different tables in an RDBMS. 

Step 3: Insert the SalesOrder header and the sum of the prices of all its SalesOrderLineltems into a table In a different
RDBMS. 

No SalesOrder message can be lost and the consistency of all SalesOrder-related information in both RDBMSs must be
ensured at all times. 

What design choice (including choice of transactions) and order of steps addresses these requirements? 

A. 1) Read the JMS message (NOT in an XA transaction) 2) Perform BOTH DB inserts in ONE DB transaction 3)
Acknowledge the JMS message 

B. 1) Read the JMS message (NOT in an XA transaction) 2) Perform EACH DB insert in a SEPARATE DB transaction
3) Acknowledge the JMS message 

C. 1) Read the JMS message in an XA transaction 2) In the SAME XA transaction, perform BOTH DB inserts but do
NOT acknowledge the JMS message 

D. 1) Read and acknowledge the JMS message (NOT in an XA transaction) 2) In a NEW XA transaction, perform BOTH
DB inserts 

Correct Answer: A 
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Explanation: Option A says "Perform EACH DB insert in a SEPARATE DB transaction". In this case if first DB insert is
successful and second one fails then first insert won\\'t be rolled back causing inconsistency. This option is ruled out.
Option D says Perform BOTH DB inserts in ONE DB transaction. Rule of thumb is when one or more DB connections
are required we must use XA transaction as local transactions support only one resource. So this option is also ruled
out. Option B acknowledges the before DB processing, so message is removed from the queue. In case of system
failure at later point, message can\\'t be retrieved. Option C is Valid: Though it says "do not ack JMS message",
message will be auto acknowledged at the end of transaction. Here is how we can ensure all components are part of XA
transaction: https://docs.mulesoft.com/jms-connector/1.7/jms-transactions Additional Information about transactions: XA
Transactions - You can use an XA transaction to group together a series of operations from multiple transactional
resources, such as JMS, VM or JDBC resources, into a single, very reliable, global transaction. The XA (eXtended
Architecture) standard is an X/Open group standard which specifies the interface between a global transaction manager
and local transactional resource managers. The XA protocol defines a 2-phase commit protocol which can be used to
more reliably coordinate and sequence a series of "all or nothing" operations across multiple servers, even servers of
different types Use JMS ack if Acknowledgment should occur eventually, perhaps asynchronously The performance of
the message receipt is paramount The message processing is idempotent For the choreography portion of the SAGA
pattern Use JMS transactions For all other times in the integration you want to perform an atomic unit of work When the
unit of work comprises more than the receipt of a single message To simply and unify the programming model
(begin/commit/rollback) 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization has several APIs that accept JSON data over HTTP POST. The APIs are all publicly available and are
associated with several mobile applications and web applications. The organization does NOT want to use any
authentication or compliance policies for these APIs, but at the same time, is worried that some bad actor could send
payloads that could somehow compromise the applications or servers running the API implementations. What out-of-
thebox Anypoint Platform policy can address exposure to this threat? 

A. Apply a Header injection and removal policy that detects the malicious data before it is used 

B. Apply an IP blacklist policy to all APIs; the blacklist will Include all bad actors 

C. Shut out bad actors by using HTTPS mutual authentication for all API invocations 

D. Apply a JSON threat protection policy to all APIs to detect potential threat vectors 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: We need to note few things about the scenario which will help us in reaching the correct solution. Point 1 :
The APIs are all publicly available and are associated with several mobile applications and web applications. This
means Apply an IP blacklist policy is not viable option. as blacklisting IPs is limited to partial web traffic. It can\\'t be
useful for traffic from mobile application Point 2 : The organization does NOT want to use any authentication or
compliance policies for these APIs. This means we can not apply HTTPS mutual authentication scheme. Header
injection or removal will not help the purpose. By its nature, JSON is vulnerable to JavaScript injection. When you parse
the JSON object, the malicious code inflicts its damages. An inordinate increase in the size and depth of the JSON
payload can indicate injection. Applying the JSON threat protection policy can limit the size of your JSON payload and
thwart recursive additions to the JSON hierarchy. Hence correct answer is Apply a JSON threat protection policy to all
APIs to detect potential threat vectors 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization designing a hybrid, load balanced, single cluster production environment. Due to performance service
level agreement goals, it is looking into running the Mule applications in an active-active multi node cluster configuration.
What should be considered when running its Mule applications in this type of environment? 
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A. All event sources, regardless of time , can be configured as the target source by the primary node in the cluster 

B. An external load balancer is required to distribute incoming requests throughout the cluster nodes 

C. A Mule application deployed to multiple nodes runs in an isolation from the other nodes in the cluster 

D. Although the cluster environment is fully installed configured and running, it will not process any requests until an
outage condition is detected by the primary node in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An IT integration delivery team begins a project by gathering all of the requirements, and proceeds to execute the
remaining project activities as sequential, non-repeating phases. 

Which IT project delivery methodology is this team following? 

A. Kanban 

B. Scrum 

C. Waterfall 

D. Agile 

Correct Answer: C 
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